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ARQ is a non-profit architecture 
magazine published by 
Ediciones ARQ of the School of 
Architecture at the Pontificia 
Universidad Católica de Chile.

ARQ is a bilingual quarterly 
publication, which has built 
its reputation due to a strong 
emphasis on reflection, research, 
and critical dissemination of 
contemporary architectural 
production.

Founded in 1980, ARQ has 
been continuously published 
since then becoming one of the 
most prestigious architecture 
magazines in Latin America.

ABOUT ARQ

108

research and essays: 
.doc file of an extension 
between 2,000 and 4,000 words.
Texts must be original (or at least 
they must not have been
published in Spanish), and should 
have an academic standard.

works and projects:
Letter size .pdf file of max 10 
pages which must include:
memory, floor plans, pictures, 
and technical data.

critiques:
.doc file of an extension between 
800 and 1,000 words. Texts must 
be original and the object of 
critique has to be built, opened, 
launched or published after 2015.

How lovely a tree is, straining toward the sky. Its leaves harvest sunlight 
to photosynthesize [...]. Trees are great and beautiful machines, powered 
by sunlight, taking in water from the ground and carbon dioxide from the 
air, converting these materials into food for their use and ours. The plant 
uses the carbohydrates it makes as an energy source to go about its planty 
business. And we animals, who are ultimately parasites on the plants, steal 
the carbohydrates so we can go about our business. In eating the plants 
we combine the carbohydrates with oxygen dissolved in our blood because 
of our penchant for breathing air, and so extract the energy that makes us 
go. In the process we exhale carbon dioxide, which the plants then recycle 
to make more carbohydrates. What a marvelous cooperative arrangement 
– plants and animals each inhaling the other’s exhalations, a kind of planet-
wide mutual mouth-to-stoma resuscitation...

Carl Sagan, Cosmos, A Personal Voyage. 
Chapter II “One Voice in the Cosmic Fugue”. October 5, 1980.

As Carl Sagan reminds us, our life develops by exchanging nutrients 
with plants, despite we only think of them when we water them. In 
one way or another, they are there, allowing us to continue to be 
here, on this planet.

However, forty years after Cosmos was last broadcast on television, 
it seems that we still do not understand vegetal life as critical to 
our lives. We continue to consider them a mere source of energy or 
a raw material to be exploited (capable of defining vast economic 
sectors); we instrumentalize them when asked to explain the origins 
of architecture; or we even use their color to tint our projects and 
enterprises with labels such as “green”, “ecological” or “sustainable”; 
but it is not very common for us to think about them – and with 
them – when designing.

Perhaps to begin to alleviate this debt, in this issue of ARQ magazine 
we look for essays, projects and research that question the secondary 
role that we have given to vegetation or show us new ways of 
including vegetation in architecture, under the minimum condition of 
overcoming the paradigm of the Primitive Hut, since – we believe – it 
is time to take a step beyond the mere allegorical instrumentalization 
of vegetal life. ARQ




